
Gerund

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

They moved directly under the sentries and kept on ______________.1. (go)

But I'd keep on ______________ as long as we're here in this lovely place.2.
(stamp)

His present object was sufficiently important to keep him on the alert, and
prevent him ______________ the opportunity of satisfying his curiosity.
3.

(lose)

The latter had not at that time given up ______________ Tom's patronage.4.
(secure)

Their foolish conceit prevented them ______________ this so-called fun to
themselves.
5.

(keep)

Whenever he was tempted to do wrong, he remembered that one error
often becomes the source of many others, and carefully avoided
______________ the first fault.

6.

(commit)

Moved some illustrations to avoid ______________ the text.7. (break up)

Faster and faster fell the darkness; the girls linked arms to avoid
______________ separated.
8.

(get)

Six days passed, in which I avoided ______________ up the lonely road,
the scene of my disappointment, but I turned my attention to bird affairs in the
town.

9.

(go)

Then the other passengers kept on ______________ at him, and the
more so because he looked uneasily at them.
10.

(stare)

I can't risk ______________ such a-dear friend.11. (offend)

I'd enjoy ______________ him-for her sake!12. (whip)

Then she began to pack up to go away, and decided she wouldn't bother
______________ most of her things.
13.

(take)
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Once, I recall, you actually suggested ______________ it to church on a
hot Sunday.
14.

(wear)

They might not mind ______________ soft ground for a few yards, but
they would not like to go over such ground for a whole mile.
15.

(go over)

By what possibility could they escape ______________ on the spot where
Edward was endeavouring to hide?
16.

(fall)

It is one of the effects of extreme cold upon exhausted men, and is a very
dangerous condition, because those who fall into it cannot resist
______________ way to it, even though they know that if they do so they will
certainly die.

17.

(give)

For a considerable time I delayed ______________ my undertaking,
almost in despair of finding the necessary materials.
18.

(commence)

Imagine ______________ right into our hands and getting away from us!19.
(ride)

It certainly is a hard thing to keep on ______________ an old foe that can
only be beaten, never killed.
20.

(fight)
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